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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2021.04.041SUMMARYDynamics of cell elongation and septation are key determinants of bacterial morphogenesis. These pro-
cesses are intimately linked to peptidoglycan synthesis performed by macromolecular complexes called
the elongasome and the divisome. In rod-shaped bacteria, cell elongation and septation, which are dissoci-
ated in time and space, have been well described. By contrast, in ovoid-shaped bacteria, the dynamics and
relationships between these processes remain poorly understood because they are concomitant and
confined to a nanometer-scale annular region at midcell. Here, we set up a metabolic peptidoglycan labeling
approach using click chemistry to image peptidoglycan synthesis by single-molecule localization micro-
scopy in the ovoid bacterium Streptococcus pneumoniae. Our nanoscale-resolution data reveal spatiotem-
poral features of peptidoglycan assembly and fate along the cell cycle and provide geometrical parameters
that we used to construct a morphogenesis model of the ovoid cell. These analyses show that septal and pe-
ripheral peptidoglycan syntheses first occur within a single annular region that later separates in two concen-
tric regions and that elongation persists after septation is completed. In addition, our data reveal that freshly
synthesized peptidoglycan is remodeled all along the cell cycle. Altogether, our work provides evidence that
septal peptidoglycan is synthesized from the beginning of the cell cycle and is constantly remodeled through
cleavage and insertion of material at its periphery. The ovoid-cell morphogenesis would thus rely on the rela-
tive dynamics between peptidoglycan synthesis and cleavage rather than on the existence of two distinct
successive phases of peripheral and septal synthesis.INTRODUCTION
Bacterial morphogenesis is intimately linked to synthesis of the
peptidoglycan (PG), a giant cage-like polymer that confers cell
shape and resistance to turgor pressure. PG consists of glycan
chains cross-linked by peptide bridges.1 Importantly for this
study, synthesis of its cytosolic precursor (the lipid II), which is
a N-acetylglucosamine-N-acetylmuramic acid disaccharide
pentapeptide anchored to the plasma membrane, involves the
addition of the last two residues of the peptide chain as a
D-alanyl-D-alanine dipeptide (called DA-DA henceforth).2 After
flipping to the extracellular face of the membrane, the lipid II pro-
vides the building unit for the assembly of new PG, which results
from the polymerization of glycan chains by transglycosylase
(TG) activities and cross-linking of peptide chains by transpepti-
dase (TP) activities. TG activities are carried out by class A PBPs
(penicillin-binding proteins) and SEDS proteins (shape,2844 Current Biology 31, 2844–2856, July 12, 2021 ª 2021 The Auth
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://elongation, division, and sporulation) while TP activities are per-
formed by class A and class B PBPs.3,4 Cell morphogenesis not
only involves PG synthesis but also PG modifications, such as
limited cleavage by hydrolases, that will tune its shape and elas-
ticity.5 Genetic, cellular, and biochemical evidence suggests that
synthetic and hydrolytic activities required to achieve a mature
mesh of PG are coordinated within large protein complexes
called the elongasome and the divisome.6,7
In rod-shaped bacteria, the elongasome is organized by the
actin-like protein MreB and inserts PG on the cylindrical part of
the cell before the divisome is recruited by the tubulin-like protein
FtsZ at midcell for septal cross-wall synthesis.8 The morpholog-
ical group of ovococci, which includes Streptococcus pneumo-
niae and several other human pathogens (enterococci and strep-
tococci), possess many proteins of the rods’ elongasome but
lack MreB.9,10 In these bacteria, the annular structure formed
by FtsZ (the Z-ring) atmidcell drives the localization of elongationor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Throughout the cell cycle, all these proteins migrate toward the
center of the division plane, but the class B PBP2x, a key player
of the divisome, will progress faster and separate from other PG
synthesis proteins.17,18 This spatial uncoupling supports the idea
that, although both localized at midcell, two different modes of
PG synthesis occur for cell septation (septal PG synthesis) and
elongation (peripheral PG synthesis) and more generally for
morphogenesis of the ovoid cell. In agreement with this hypoth-
esis, inactivation of divisome components leads to septation de-
fects while inactivation of elongasome components leads to
shorter cells.17,19–21 Despite these fundamental observations,
we still do not fully understand how PG is synthesized and modi-
fied to generate the ovoid shape. A major drawback in investi-
gating this question is the fact that PG is assembled within an
annular region whose dimensions approximate the resolution
limit imposed by the diffraction of light.17,18,22 To gain access
to nanoscale details of PG assembly, we thus set up a bio-
rthogonal fluorescent labeling method—based on metabolic
incorporation of a D-Ala analog and copper-free click chemis-
try23—followed by dSTORM (direct stochastic optical recon-
struction microscopy).24 In addition, we generated a dynamic
geometrical model that allows analysis and interpretation of
the experimental localization patterns. To shed light on dynamic
features that are important for cell morphogenesis, experiments
were performed on two widely studied pneumococcal strains,
R800 and D39 Dcps (called D39Dcps henceforth), which lack
part of the operon encoding the capsule. The relationships be-
tween key morphogenetic proteins, such as GpsB and DivIVA,
vary between these two strains, which display significantly
different phenotypes when those genes are mutated. GpsB
was proposed to serve as a scaffold that concentrates morpho-
genetic proteins at PG synthesis sites and is required for proper
septation of S. pneumoniae.11,25,26 DivIVA interacts with several
division proteins; it has a yet-to-be-understood function in PG
synthesis and remodeling, including septum splitting and cell
elongation in S. pneumoniae.11,21,27 The gpsB gene is not essen-
tial in the R800 strain, and deletion of divIVA is epistatic to that of
gpsB, while in D39, gpsB is essential in the presence or absence
of divIVA.11,25 Although not entirely understood, the differences
between the two strains is linked to mutations in some cell cycle
and cell wall genes like that encoding the class A PBP1a. Anal-
ysis of PG synthesis in R800 and D39Dcps by dSTORM lays the
foundations for pneumococcal morphogenesis and highlights
differences between these strains. Altogether, our work provides
unprecedented data that uncover novel aspects of PG assembly
and processing in S. pneumoniae, consistent with amorphogen-
esis mechanism based on synthesis of septal PG followed by
cleavage coupled to insertion of peripheral PG in the freshly
cleaved region.
RESULTS
Metabolic labeling of new PG in S. pneumoniae for
dSTORM imaging
To label new PG through lipid II synthesis, using a probe that in-
troduces minimal chemical modifications and can be extempo-
rarily coupled to a dSTORMdye, we synthesized aDA-DA dipep-
tide carrying an N-terminal azide group (called aDA-DAhenceforth; Figures S1A and S1B). Septal epifluorescence signal
was clearly detected when S. pneumoniae R800 cells were pulse
labeled for 5 min with 2.5 mM of aDA-DA, followed by incubation
with Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647) fused to DIBO, which specifically
and spontaneously reacts with azide groups (Figures 1A, S1C,
and S2A). Cell shape was not affected (Figure S2B), and sacculi
purification showed that aDA-DA is integrated into new PG (Fig-
ure S2C). In support of the idea that aDA-DA is incorporated
through the lipid II synthesis pathway, as previously reported in
Escherichia coli,23 aDA-DA labeling was still observed when
R800 cells were grown in the presence of D-cycloserine, which
inhibits the D-Ala racemase and D-Ala-D-Ala ligase responsible
for synthesis of the DA-DA dipeptide, aswell as TP activities (Fig-
ure S2D).28,29 By contrast, no labeling was observed when cells
were incubated with the azido-D-Ala analog (aDA) in the pres-
ence of D-cycloserine (Figure S2D). These observations indicate
that aDA-DA is intracellularly incorporated in place of the physi-
ological DA-DA dipeptide into lipid II and is therefore a relevant
probe to monitor PG synthesis, including the polymerization of
glycan chains.
Labeling of R800 cells with a 5-min pulse using aDA-DA pro-
vided dSTORM images of high quality (Figure 1B), with a mean
localization precision of about 12 nm and spatial resolution
down to 30 nm. Decreasing the incubation time to increase the
time resolution of our experiments decreased the signal-to-noise
ratio and the resolution of the dSTORM images (Figure S2E). Us-
ing a 5-min incubation period, the localization of fluorophores at
parental and daughter-cell division sites (called ‘‘equatorial’’ po-
sitions henceforth) was straightforward and the regions of PG
synthesis could be analyzed with unprecedented resolution.
Analysis of pneumococcal cell morphology
On microscopy slides, pneumococcal cells lie along their longi-
tudinal axis, and in this orientation, the labeled PG regions
form bands resulting from the projection of annular labeling (Fig-
ure 2A). The dSTORM localization patterns observed in
S. pneumoniae R800 and D39Dcps show that cells transition
from early-division (no visible constriction at midcell) to septation
(mid-division) states in which a single annular labeled region at
midcell constricts progressively (Figures 2B–2D). In late-division
stages, cells display the typical ‘‘butterfly’’ pattern resulting from
active PG synthesis at parental and equatorial division sites (Fig-
ures 2B–2D).
Using these images, we measured various dimensions of the
PG synthesis regions (Figure 3A). The diameter d at the parental
division site, which decreases as a function of the cell length l
(Figure 3B), was used as a reference for the advancement of
the cell cycle. To thoroughly compare the morphology of strains
R800 and D39Dcps, we measured the average hemispheric
length LH and equatorial diameter D of daughter cells (Figure 3A;
STARMethods).DR800was 0.80 ± 0.06 mm (SD given; n = 84) and
DD39Dcps was 1.02 ± 0.13 mm (SD given; n = 92), showing that
D39Dcps cells are about 1.3 times wider than R800 cells (Figures
3C and 3D). Likewise, R800 cells are shorter than D39Dcps ones
as LH values were, respectively, 0.50 ± 0.05 mm (n = 78) and
0.60 ± 0.15 mm (n = 92). Finally, for each individual cell, we calcu-
lated their elliptic ratio E = 2LH/D, which reflects the global
morphology of the cell. This calculation showed that D39Dcps
cells are not only wider and longer but are also rounder thanCurrent Biology 31, 2844–2856, July 12, 2021 2845
A
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Figure 1. Labeling of pneumococcal PG with a D-Ala-D-Ala derivative for dSTORM imaging
(A) Labeling scheme to observe PG synthesis (PULSE) and its short-term fate (PULSE-CHASE) in S. pneumoniae cells using aDA-DA (chemical structure in
Figures S1B and S1C for its incorporation into PG). The time used to pellet and resuspend the cells was not taken into account in the pulse and chase periods.
(B) Large field of S. pneumoniae R800 cells labeled with aDA-DA. Cells in exponential growth phase were grown for 5 min in the presence of 2.5 mM aDA-DA (see
Figure S2 for labeling of cells with lower amounts of aDA-DA or shorter incubation periods), fixed, and incubated with 35 mMDIBO-AF647 for fluorescent labeling.
Bright-field (left panel), diffraction-limited (middle panel), and reconstructed dSTORM (right panel) images are shown. Scale bar, 1 mm.
See Figure S2 for morphological analysis and characterization of the probe incorporation pathway.
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OPEN ACCESS ArticleR800 cells (ER800 = 1.26 ± 0.13, n = 78, and ED39Dcps = 1.17 ±
0.23, n = 92).
Two successive division cycles occur simultaneously in the
growing cell, and the extent of this overlap is an important
morphological determinant. To quantify this phenomenon, we
determined the parameter dG, which is the parental septal diam-
eter at which the next generation starts, marked by the presence
of PG labeling at equatorial sites (Figure 3E). The ratio between
dG and the largest diameter D is smaller in R800 (dG/DR800 =
0.55) than in D39Dcps cells (dG/DD39Dcps = 0.63), showing that
daughter-cell division starts earlier in the latter case and indi-
cating a greater overlap of the generations. Consistent with
this observation, we found that R800 cells display about 20%
of ‘‘butterfly’’ localization patterns (n = 231) while those cells
represent 39% of the D39Dcps population (n = 119; Figures 2C
and 2D).
Dynamics of PG synthesis along the pneumococcal cell
cycle
To investigate the variation of PG incorporation along the cell cy-
cle, we quantified the number of fluorophore localizations at
parental and equatorial sites. In both strains, the number of local-
izations increases significantly between early- and mid-division
stages and decreases at the later stage (Figure 3F). This quanti-
fication constitutes an estimation, but not an absolute measure,
of the amount of newly synthesized PG because fluorophore
blinking introduces noise in the molecular counting process.
Moreover, the amount of synthesized PG is underestimated by
the fact that, after aDA-DA incorporation into PG, the aDA is2846 Current Biology 31, 2844–2856, July 12, 2021subject to removal by the successive activities of the D,D-
carboxypeptidase DacA and L,D-carboxypeptidase DacB,
which, respectively, remove the fifth and fourth residues of the
pentapeptide chain.30,31
Interestingly, the longitudinal width (W1,2 orw; Figure 3A) of the
labeled region tends to increase during the cell cycle in both
strains (Figures 3G and 3H). Although equatorial W1 and W2
values do not vary with the labeling diameter, they are smaller
than w values measured at later stages of the cell cycle. In addi-
tion, the longitudinal widthw of the parental labeling increases as
its diameter d shrinks. These observations indicate that the
lengthening (growth along the longitudinal cell axis) accelerates
during division. Consistent with the fact that R800 cells are
more elongated than D39Dcps ones, this acceleration is more
pronounced in strain R800 compared to D39Dcps (DwR800 =
97.5 nm, n = 282, and DwD39Dcps = 50 nm, n = 211; from early
to late division stages; Figure 3I).
To get insights into the dynamics of PG synthesis along the
radial axis of the cell, we observed cells held in a vertical or
angled position in agarose microholes (Figure 4C).32 In contrast
with the nodal pattern recently observed for FDAA (fluorescent
D-amino acid) incorporation,18 the distribution of the dSTORM
localizations was rather homogeneous (Figures 4A and 4B).
This is likely due to the nature of the PG labeling probes. We
used a D-Ala-D-Ala analog, which labels the growing PG through
lipid II polymerization and crosslinking of the new glycan strands,
while FDAAs are incorporated at the cell surface by a futile
activity of the transpeptidases.29,33 Therefore, FDAAs might be
incorporated at a higher yield than aDA-DA, resulting in high
A C D
B
Figure 2. PG synthesis observed in the lon-
gitudinal axis of the cell
(A) Schematics showing a cell mounted between a
glass slide and a coverslip, allowing a side view of
the labeling pattern. In this orientation, the 2D
projection of the annular labeled regions results in
band-like patterns.
(B) 2D scheme of cells and PG labeling patterns at
three stages of the cell cycle. Early-division cells
show a single band-like labeling with no visible
constriction at the parental division site. In mid-
division cells, the midcell labeling is associated
with visible constriction and late-division cells
display a ‘‘butterfly’’ labeling pattern, which con-
sists of labeling at the constricted parental site
and band-like patterns with no visible constriction
at the two equatorial (daughter cells) division sites.
(C and D) R800 (C) or D39Dcps (D) cells in expo-
nential growth phase were incubated during 5 min
with aDA-DA, fixed, and labeled with DIBO-AF647
before microscopy data collection. Typical
diffraction-limited (i) and bright-field (ii) images, as
well as reconstructed dSTORM localization pat-
terns (iii) are shown from early- (top panels) to late-
(lower panels) division stages. Scale bars, 250 nm.
The number of cells measured to determine the
proportion of each class is n = 231 for R800 and
n = 119 for D39Dcps cells. Below each dSTORM
image, the corresponding localization pattern was
simulated using the geometrical model, with pa-
rameters extracted from measurements of
experimental data. The blue color delineates the
cell wall.
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the longer labeling pulses required with aDA-DA, possible nodal
patterns might be averaged out by the movement of the PG syn-
thases during the labeling period. In addition, FDAA labeling sig-
nals the presence of active PBPs but may not reflect their actual
PG synthesis activity.
Several circular or elliptical patterns were observed, corre-
sponding to different stages of PG synthesis (Figures 4A and
4B). Most cells (87% of the R800 population, n = 246, and
89%of D39Dcps cells, n = 176) displayed a hollow annular labeled
region (Figures 4A and 4B, cells a–c1), whose radial width r (Fig-
ure 4D) increased while the outer diameter dout shrank (Figures
4E and 4F) as the cell cycle progressed. In whole R800 cells
imaged by transmission electron microscopy, the radial width
of the septum was also found to be greater in advanced division
stages (Figure S3). The small sample of electron micrographsCurrent Bprecluded statistical analysis, but they
are consistent with a previous electron
microscopy study of enterococci that
had revealed that the radial width of the
septum increases from about 50 to
200 nm until it closes.34 Altogether, these
observations indicate that septal synthe-
sis at the leading edge of the invaginating
membrane progresses centripetally
faster than peripheral splitting of the
septum by PG hydrolases. As a conse-quence, the radial thickness of the septal plate increases until
the septum closes.
Interestingly, a subset of R800 and D39Dcps cells displaying a
hollow labeling pattern showed two concentric regions of high
localization density separated by a narrow region of low localiza-
tion density (Figures 4A and 4B, cells c1). The separation between
the two labeled regions was more visible in D39Dcps cells (14% of
cells; n = 176) compared to R800 (5%; n = 246) cells, indicating
again that their dynamics of PG synthesis are slightly different.
In another subset of cells (8% in R800, n = 246; 7% in D39Dcps,
n = 176), we could observe a full septal disk, with or without label-
ing at equatorial sites (Figures 4A and 4B, cells c2). In cells c1, the
enzymes in charge of peripheral synthesis have not progressed
enough toward the center of the division plane during the pulse
period to reach the region labeled by the enzymes in charge of





Figure 3. Analysis of localization patterns observed in the longitudinal axis of the cell
(A) Schematic representation of a pulse-labeled cell in a late-division stage, lying along its longitudinal axis and displaying a ‘‘butterfly’’ labeling pattern. The pink areas
correspond to regions of newPGpulse-labeledwith aDA-DA. The diameter of the parental labeled region atmidcell (d) and at equatorial positions (D1 andD2), aswell
as the longitudinal width of those labelings (w,W1, andW2, respectively), the cell length (l), and the length of the two parental hemispheres (LH1 and LH2) are shown.
(legend continued on next page)
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period is equal or larger than the outer diameter dout at the end of
the pulse. In this case, no separation can be observed between
the zones of septal and peripheral PG synthesis. The observation
of the c1 and c2 localization profiles at mid-division indicates a
certain heterogeneity in the dynamics of septal and peripheral
syntheses among the cell population. Cells c2 are designated
by orange arrows in Figures S5G and S5H.
In our experiments, few late-division cells entered the micro-
holes vertically. Nonetheless, some of these cells (2% and 1%
of R800 [n = 246] and D39Dcps [n = 176] cells, respectively) dis-
played large nascent equatorial sites and a parental site
harboring a central septal dot surrounded by an outer ring (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B, cells d). Again, the separation between the cen-
tral localizations and the peripheral ones was more visible in
D39Dcps cells. Finally, some cells with equatorial labeling (3%
of R800, n = 246; 3% of D39Dcps, n = 176) harbored a single small
parental ring (Figures 4A and 4B, cells e), which likely corre-
sponds to insertion of peripheral PG only (see the Geometrical
model section below).
PBP2x and PBP2b are the two pneumococcal class B PBPs
and are proposed to contribute to septal and peripheral PG syn-
thesis, respectively.17,19,20 Although no known specific inhibitor
of PBP2b exists, the activity of PBP2x is specifically inhibited by
methicillin.35,36 When we treated D39Dcps cells with methicillin,
80%of cells (n = 614) displayed abulged and/or elongated pheno-
type that was previously associated with arrest of septal synthe-
sis.17,19,20,35 Among those cells, 255 cells were tilted enough to
observe the radial architecture of the PG synthesis region. None
of them showed a double concentric labeling pattern (Figure 4G),
although in the absence of methicillin, 14% of D39Dcps cells (n =
176) showed two concentric rings and 1% of cells (n = 176) dis-
played a central dot surrounded by an outer ring. On the other
hand, we used a previously described D39Dcps strain, in which
the amount of the elongasome component PBP2b is controlled
from an ectopic fucose-inducible promoter, to assess the contri-
bution of PBP2b to the labeling patterns.17 Similar to observations
with FDAA labeling,17 depletion of PBP2b upon fucose removal
(Figure S4) did not abolish double concentric rings of aDA-DA la-
beling (15%of cells; n = 692; Figure 4H, cells c1 and d). Neverthe-
less, 3% of cells (n = 692) displayed very faint outer rings (Fig-
ure 4H, cell c1’) and 13% of cells (n = 692) did not display
enriched labeling at parental division sites that are not fully con-
stricted (Figure 4H, cell d’). Altogether, these observations indi-
cate that the inner labeled region is dependent on PBP2x and(B) Evolution of the diameter of the parental (d, black dots) and equatorial (D1 an
(C) Distribution of the largest diameters D among R800 (n = 84) and D39Dcps (n =
(D) Distribution of the hemisphere lengths LH among R800 (n = 78) and D39Dcps
(E) Determination of the parental diameter at which the next generation starts (dG,
or absence (value = 0) of equatorial divisions against the parental diameter d in R
(F) Distributions of the number of localizations among early- (E), mid- (M), and late
cells (n(E) = 132, n(M) = 32, and n(L) = 47 cells).
(G and H) Evolution of the longitudinal width of the parental (w, in black) and equat
(G; n = 282) and D39Dcps (H; n = 211) cells. The black line is a linear fitting perfor
(I) Distributions of the longitudinal width of labelingw among E,M, and L R800 cell
32, and n(L) = 47 cells).
(C, D, F, and I) Data are represented with boxplots showing the interquartile rang
maximum values. p values from the U test of Mann-Whitney between different da
statistically significant (p < 0.0001) or with ‘‘ns’’ when no significant difference isthat peripheral synthesis can still happen in the absence of
PBP2b, even if it is somehow impaired, suggesting that it is not
strictly dependent on the elongasome activity.
Evolution of newly inserted peptidoglycan during the
cell cycle
To investigate the fate of the new PG, we performed pulse-chase
experiments in which cells were incubated during 15 min in the
absence of aDA-DA after the labeling pulse. In butterfly-display-
ing cells (19% of R800 cells, n = 388; 24% of D39Dcps cells, n =
229), the equatorial-labeled regions displayed double bands
separated by a thin region of unlabeled PG (Figures 5A and 5B,
white arrowheads in cells c). At these positions, PG that was
pulse labeled at the onset of the new cell cycle has thus been
pushed apart by unlabeled PG synthesized during the chase
period. This double-band pattern was also observed in cells dis-
playing a slight constriction (50% of R800 cells, n = 388; 55% of
D39Dcps cells, n = 229; Figures 5A and 5B, cells a), but the dis-
tance separating the two bands was larger (Figure 5C). From
nascent to slightly constricted cells, the two labeled bands not
only moved away from each other but also got wider (Figure 5D).
As a result of this widening, some cells showed two thick, adja-
cent labeled bands at later division stages (26% of R800 cells,
n = 388; 11% of D39Dcps cells, n = 229; Figures 5A and 5B, cells
b2). In other constricted cells, however, the two chased bands
sandwiched a central one, resulting in a triple-band pattern
(5%of R800 cells, n = 388; 10%of D39Dcps cells, n = 229; Figures
5A and 5B, cells b1). This pattern is consistent with the double
concentric rings present in cells observed down their longitudi-
nal axis after the pulse experiment (Figures 4A and 4B, cells
c1). In the triple-band pattern, the central band likely corre-
sponds to the central labeled ring that remained unsplit during
the chase period while the two lateral bands would correspond
to the outer labeled ring split and segregated during the chase.
Consistently, the separation between the different PG synthesis
regions was more pronounced in D39Dcps cells (Figures 4B, cell
c1, and 5B, cell b1). This triple-band pattern was still visible at
the parental division site of D39Dcps cells that were about to
separate (16% of the butterfly-displaying cells; n = 56), although
in R800 cells, we only observed two unsplit thick bands (Figure 5,
cell c).
Geometrical model
To facilitate understanding of the localization patterns after label-
ing pulses and chases, we developed a geometrical animatedd D2, red circles) division sites as a function of the cell length l of R800 cells.
92) cell populations.
(n = 92) cell populations.
dashed lines) as the inflexion point of a sigmoid fitted to the presence (value = 1)
800 (blue) and D39Dcps (orange) cells.
-divisional (L) R800 cells (n(E) = 184, n(M) = 53, and n(L) = 45 cells) and D39Dcps
orial (W1 andW2, in red) labeling patterns as a function of their diameter in R800
med on the ensemble of the data.
s (n(E) = 184, n(M) = 53, and n(L) = 45 cells) and D39Dcps cells (n(E) = 132, n(M) =
e (10th and 90th percentile), the median value, and whiskers for minimum and
tasets are indicated with quadruple asterisks when the observed difference is
observed (p > 0.05).







(legend on next page)
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(STAR Methods). The shape of the mature cell was modeled as
a prolate ellipsoid with a defined elliptic ratio (E = L/D). Several
simplifying assumptions were made in the model. First, no elas-
ticity or deformation was introduced in the model: once created,
segments of the cell surface do not change shape. Second, the
thickness and density of the PG are considered uniform. The
septal disk is defined between its outer edge radius (Rout = d/2)
and its inner rim radius (Rin = din/2). Points of the septal outer cir-
cle follow an elliptic trajectory to generate the ellipsoid surface.
Points of the septal inner circle also follow an elliptic trajectory
from the equator to the point where the septum closes. Note
that, whereas the elliptic trajectory of Rout is imparted by the
no-deformation assumption, the elliptic trajectory of Rin is an
arbitrary ad hoc choice. Three adjustable parameters were intro-
duced to allow fitting to experimental observations: (1) an accel-
eration factor (A), which can be imparted to the longitudinal
growth; (2) the cell length at which the septum closes (C); and
(3) the cell length at which the next division starts (lG).
To model the labeling patterns, we assumed that addition of
PG occurs at the leading edge (septal growth localized at din)
and at the periphery (elongation occurring at d) of the septum.
Accordingly, the radial or longitudinal width added during the
pulse period is labeled. In addition to the three numbers that
command the geometry of the growing cell wall at given stages
of the cell cycle, the beginning and duration of the labeling pulses
(P) can be defined to model the labeling patterns.
To determine the combination of factors that best reproduce
the observation, we analyzed themeasurements of experimental
data as detailed in the STAR Methods section and Figures S5A–
S5F. Based on parameters extracted from experimental mea-
surements (Table S1), an ellipsoid model in which both septal
and peripheral synthesis start from the beginning of the cell cycle
and in which peripheral synthesis persists after septum closure
accounts remarkably well with the experimental complex pat-
terns (Figures 2, 4, and 5; Videos S1 and S2). However, because
the model parameters define the morphological trajectory of an
‘‘average cell,’’ individual cells may follow significantly differentFigure 4. PG synthesis observed in the radial axis of the cell
(A and B) Typical dSTORM localization patterns of new PG in cells trapped vertica
to bottom panels. Exponentially growing R800 (A) andD39Dcps (B) cells were incub
being loaded into microhole agarose pads. Next to each dSTORM image, the corr
blue color delineates the cell wall. The asterisk signals a localization pattern that
parameters. An animation leading to pattern Be is shown as Video S1.
(C) Schematics showing cells trapped in microholes, allowing an elliptic or annu
(D) Schematic representation of amid-division cell, observed down its longitudinal
width (r), are shown.
(E) Evolution of the radial width of labeling (r) of the septal plate as a function of the
Cells ewere excluded from the graph as their labeling most likely results from peri
groups of cells defined in (F).
(F) Distribution of the radial width of labeling (r) in E,M, and L R800 (n(E) = 158, n(M
cells. The E, M, and L groups were binned based on the outer diameter (dout) (dout(
0.46 mm for R800, dout(M) = 0.85–0.64 mm for D39Dcps; dout(L) = 0.59–0.30 mm for
showing the interquartile range (10th and 90th percentile), the median value, and w
radial width of the septal plate by transmission electron microscopy.
(G) dSTORM images of exponentially growing D39Dcps cells incubated without (le
with aDA-DA and DIBO-AF647.
(H) dSTORM images of exponentially growing cells of S. pneumoniae strain IU739
fucose (right panels) before labeling with aDA-DA and DIBO-AF647. Scale bars thr
D39Dcps cells.dynamics, as evidenced by the spread of the measurements
around the fitted curves (Figures S5G–S5J).
DISCUSSION
In ovococci, experiments in which PG is labeled at different time
points show that PG is synthesized at midcell to later become
lateral and form the new hemisphere in each daughter cell.37
The literature suggests that this process involves two modes of
PG synthesis, called septal and peripheral synthesis, respec-
tively associated with cell division (septum formation) and elon-
gation and respectively carried out by the divisome and elonga-
some machineries.13–16,38 In the pneumococcus, the existence
of a divisome and an elongasome was first suggested by the
presence of essential class B PBP/SEDS pairs specifically
required for division and elongation in rod-shaped bacteria:
PBP2x/FtsW and PBP2b/RodA.39,40 This idea was further sup-
ported by division and elongation defects observed when the ac-
tivity of PBP2x or PBP2b was impaired, respectively.19–21 Elon-
gated and lenticular phenotypes indicate that septation and
elongation can somehow be uncoupled, suggesting that the di-
visome and the elongasome have independent activities. In this
context, ovococci morphogenesis has often been discussed in
terms of a switch or transition from peripheral to septal synthe-
sis.13–16
However, several observations hardly fit with this model,
including the facts that (1) PBPs in charge of septal (PBP2x)
and peripheral (PBP2b) synthesis arrive concomitantly at new di-
vision sites;17 (2) PBP2x inactivation in pre-divisional cells results
in midcell bulging;20 (3) slight invaginations are observed at
equatorial positions, suggestive of septal synthesis at a very
early stage of the cell cycle (Figure S3 and Higgins and Shock-
man34); and (4) double concentric rings of FDAA labeling are
observed at early stages.18
The dSTORMdata reported here provide evidence for amech-
anism that differs from alternations between a phase of periph-
eral synthesis and a phase of septal synthesis coupled to split-
ting of the septum. In particular, the pulse-chase observationslly or at an angle in microholes. Early- to late-division stages are shown from top
ated for 5min with 2.5mMaDA-DA, fixed, and labeled with DIBO-AF647 before
esponding localization pattern was simulated using the geometrical model. The
lies outside the average morphological path and required manual tuning of the
lar top view of the labeling.
axis. The outer (dout) and inner (din) diameters of the labeling, as well as its radial
outer diameter dout in R800 (blue; n = 238) and D39Dcps (orange; n = 171) cells.
pheral synthesis. The lines are linear fittings of the data. Symbols correspond to
) = 64, and n(L) = 16 cells) and D39Dcps (n(E) = 134, n(M) = 32, and n(L) = 5 cells)
E) = 0.90–0.70 mm for R800, dout(E) = 1.18–0.85 mm for D39Dcps; dout(M) = 0.70–
R800, dout(L) = 0.75–0.47 mm for D39Dcps). Data are represented with boxplots
hiskers for minimum andmaximum values. See Figure S3 for observation of the
ft panels) or with 0.3 mg3mL1 methicillin (right panels) for 1 h before labeling
7 (D39Dcps Dpbp2b bgaA::PfcsK-pbp2b) grown with (left panels) or without 2%
oughout, 250 nm. See Figure S4 for immunoblot analysis of PBP2b depletion in
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Figure 5. Evolution of the new PG along the
pneumococcal cell cycle
(A and B) Exponentially growing R800 (A) and
D39Dcps (B) cells were incubated for 5 min with
2.5 mM aDA-DA (pulse), grown for 15 min in the
absence of the probe (chase), fixed, and labeled
with DIBO-AF647 before dSTORM data collection.
Diffraction-limited (i) and bright field (ii) images, as
well as reconstructed dSTORM localization pat-
terns (iii) are shown. Early- to late-division stages
are shown from top to bottom. The white arrow-
heads point at equatorial double-band patterns.
Scale bars, 250 nm. On the right of each dSTORM
image, the corresponding localization pattern was
simulated in silico. An animation leading to pattern
Bc is shown as Video S2. Asterisks signal that the
model parameters were adjusted manually.
(C) Distributions of the distance separating the
double bands observed in cells of type a and c in
(A) and (B) (R800, n(a) = 194 and n(c) = 72 cells;
D39Dcps, n(a) = 125 and n(c) = 56 cells).
(D) Distributions of the longitudinal width of the
double bands observed in cells of type a, b2, and c
in (A) and (B) (R800, n(a) = 194, n(b2) = 101, and
n(c) = 72 cells; D39Dcps, n(a) = 125, n(b2) = 26, and
n(c) = 56 cells).
(C and D) Data are represented with boxplots
showing the interquartile range (10th and 90th
percentile), the median value, and whiskers for
minimum and maximum values. p values from the
U test of Mann-Whitney between different data-
sets are indicated with triple or quadruple asterisks
when the observed differences are statistically
significant with p < 0.001 or p < 0.0001, respec-
tively.
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Indeed, one would expect the combined longitudinal width of
the two chased bands to equal the longitudinal width of the pulse
pattern if, at the beginning of the cell cycle, the cell would grow
from peripheral synthesis only. The fact that the chased labeled
regions are larger than the pulse-labeled bands (Figures 2, 3, and
5) suggests that this double-band pattern includes splitting of
septal PG. Additionally, and in further support of this hypothesis,
the increase in the longitudinal width of these double bands par-
allels the continuous increase in the radial width of the septal
plate. These data are therefore consistent with a model in which
septal PG is synthesized all along the early- and mid-stages of
the cell cycle and continuously split by hydrolases to become2852 Current Biology 31, 2844–2856, July 12, 2021lateral wall, in which peripheral PG is in-
serted (Figure 6). In this model, a septum
can only form if the cleavage speed of the
septal PG is lower than its centripetal
growth. If this difference of speed is
slight, little or no septum will be visible
at the beginning of the cell cycle and
septal and peripheral syntheses will be
spatially very close. This hypothesis is
supported by electron microscopy im-
ages showing only slight invaginations at
equatorial positions (Figure S3) and by
dSTORM images showing no visible sep-aration of the two synthesis sites at the current spatial and tem-
poral resolution (Figures 4, cells a and b, and 5, cells a and equa-
torial positions of cells c). Nonetheless, as the cell cycle
progresses, the splitting hydrolases and peripheral synthases
increasingly lag behind the septal synthases, allowing septum
formation and a separation between the septal and peripheral
activities that reaches the resolution power of the dSTORM
approach. Consistent with this concept, septal and peripheral
PG synthesis activities can be resolved as two concentric rings
at one point in the cell cycle (Figures 4 and 5).
Although this work improves our understanding of PG synthe-
sis and remodeling in ovococci, the contribution of the various
morphogenetic proteins to these processes remains partially
Figure 6. Illustration of PG assembly and
remodeling in ovococci
Left panels: two-dimensional scheme of PG syn-
thesis and processing at three main stages of the
ovoid cell cycle. At the beginning of the cell cycle,
the divisome (blue ring) localized at the leading
edge of the invaginating membrane synthesizes
septal PG (blue areas), which is promptly cleaved
by PG hydrolases (red pac mans), precluding
significant septum formation. The peripheral ma-
chinery (orange rings), which includes the elon-
gasome, some divisome proteins, and possibly
class A PBPs (aPBPs), adds peripheral PG (or-
ange areas) within the cleaved septal layers, re-
sulting in lateral wall made of a composite of
septal and peripheral PG. As septal PG is cleaved
at a lower centripetal speed than it is synthesized,
a visible septum forms progressively, and the
peripheral synthesis machinery lags behind the
divisome. At the end of the cell cycle, the septum
is closed but continues to be remodeled by PG
hydrolases and the peripheral machinery until
daughter cell separation. Right panel: three-dimensional illustration of a mid-division stage is shown, in which the septum is colored with a blue gradient, with
darker shades corresponding to young PG and lighter shades to older material. The peripheral machinery (orange rings) adds peripheral PG (orange areas) within
the septal layers cleaved by the PG hydrolases (red ring).
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methicillin and observed bulged and elongated cells, all lacking
small septal labeled rings or dots. These observations support
the idea that the inner region in double concentric labeling pat-
terns depends on septal synthesis performed by the divisome
component PBP2x (Figure 4; Tsui et al.17). Cleavage of septal
PG involves the putative endopeptidase/amidase PcsB, whose
mild depletion results in cell separation defects.41,42 Moreover,
the rounder cell phenotype upon severe depletion of PcsB sug-
gests that it might also cleave bonds within septal PG to allow
insertion of peripheral material. The spherical phenotype of cells
depleted for MltG also points to this putative lytic transglycosy-
lase as a candidate for limited PG cleavage required for periph-
eral PG insertion.43 The identity of the PG hydrolase(s) that
cleave the PG network to allow insertion of additional material re-
mains enigmatic, but it is tempting to propose that PcsB and
MltG are involved, and this should be tested in the future.
Regarding peripheral synthesis, the elongasome appears to be
an obvious candidate machinery because pneumococcal cells
deficient for PBP2b, RodA, MreC, or MreD form lentil-shaped
cells.21 Double concentric labeling patterns are, however, still
observed when PBP2b is depleted (15%; n = 692), although
some cells (3%; n = 692) show impaired outer labeling and others
(13%; n = 692) lack enriched parental labeling in late-division
stages (Figure 4H; Tsui et al.17). In addition, PBP2x was recently
shown to remain partially localized at the periphery of the
septum, and septal PG is known to be modified by class A
PBPs.18,44 Altogether, these findings suggest that the elonga-
some, some divisome components, and class A PBPs might all
contribute to insertion of peripheral PG at the septal cleavage
site.
The absence of labeling in between the two concentric labeled
regions is due to septal material that was synthesized prior to the
labeling period. It reveals that no or little material is inserted in
this region or, in other words, that PG synthesis happens mostly
at the leading edge and periphery of the septum. This patternwas more difficult to discern in R800 than in D39Dcps cells. This
difference could arise if some PG is added on the whole surface
of the septum in R800, but not in D39Dcps. Because morpholog-
ical differences between the two strains have been linked to dif-
ferences in the gene encoding the class A PBP1a,45 it will be
interesting to determine the contribution of this protein, and
other class A PBPs, to the localization patterns.
A major observation from the pulse labeling experiment is the
increase of the longitudinal width of labeling (w) as cells progress
in their division (Figures 2 and 3). This signals an acceleration of
the cell lengthening that should, however, not be interpreted as
an acceleration of PG synthesis because it depends on the com-
bination of the septum splitting rate, peripheral synthesis rate,
and viewing angle. Indeed, the labeling width w, which results
from the projection of a curved surface on a plane perpendicular
to the viewing axis, closely reflects the almost longitudinal
labeled lateral surface at the beginning of the cell cycle (viewing
angle90) but is significantly shorter than the highly curved and
almost perpendicular labeled lateral surface at the end of the di-
vision (viewing angle 0). To examine the rate of PG assembly,
we investigated the relationship between the amount of PG
insertion (proxied by the number of dSTORM localizations) and
the surface area production using our geometrical model. This
analysis reveals that the rise and decline of PG incorporation
varies roughly like the rate of surface generation calculated
from the model, where the variation is dominated by septal syn-
thesis (Figure S6; STARMethods). It is important to note that our
model does not take into account PG elasticity46,47 and assumes
that PG has a uniform thickness and density (STAR Methods).
Significant deviations from these assumptions could render
spurious the striking correlation between the new surface area
and the dSTORM localization counts.
In conclusion, the new strategy of metabolic labeling com-
bined with dSTORM and in silico modeling has allowed the
refined description of PG assembly in the pneumococcus. Our
data are consistent with a model in which septal PG synthesizedCurrent Biology 31, 2844–2856, July 12, 2021 2853
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OPEN ACCESS Articleby the divisome would be constantly split by PG hydrolases and
completed by the elongasome but also possibly some divisome
proteins and class A PBPs located at the periphery of the septum
(Figure 6). The relative specific activities of these morphogenetic
components would determine septum formation and the elliptic
ratio of the cell, and our data suggest that slight differences in
these activities between different strains might explain variations
in the shape and size of the ovoid cells. The approach described
in this work lays foundations for testing this model through
detailed characterization of shape mutants and morphological
effects of drugs.STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper
and include the following:
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B Data and code availability
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There are restrictions to the availability of the aDA-DA probe. Due to the time required for chemical synthesis, this material will be
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Data and code availability
The datasets and models generated during this study are available on the Zenodo platform (https://zenodo.org/record/4573897#.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Fifty-mL glycerol stocks of non-encapsulated strains of S. pneumoniae R800 and D39 Dcps (wild-type and pbp2b depletion
strains),17,45,48 frozen at OD600nm = 0.3, were used to inoculate 1 mL of CY medium.
52 Cultures were grown at 37C in a static
CO2 incubator, diluted twice into 10 mL of pre-warmed CY medium (1/10
th volume) to reach steady-state growth, and treated sub-
sequently for PG labeling as described in the Method details section.
For the pbp2b depletion strain, the same protocol was used to reach steady-state growth except that 2% L-fucose was added to
the CYmedium. At this stage, the culture was split in two samples, one was further grown in the presence of 2% L-fucose. Depletion
of PBP2b was achieved by washing the second sample once and diluting it into 10 mL of CY medium without L-fucose (1/10th vol-
ume). Cells were further grown at 37C until they reach OD600nm = 0.3 before treatment for PG labeling, as described in the Method
details section.
METHOD DETAILS
Preparation of PG labeling reagents
All starting materials were obtained from commercial sources and were used without further purification. NMR spectra were per-
formed on a Bruker Advance 400 MHz for 1H-NMR spectra and 100 MHz for 13C-NMR spectra. Chemical shifts are reported in
ppm (d) relative to the solvents: 1H d(CD3OD) = 3.3 ppm,
13C d(CD3OD) = 49.15 ppm. Accurate mass spectra were recorded on a
time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer (Waters, XEVO G2-S QTof).
The aDA-DA probe (((R)-2-amino-3-azidopropanoyl)-D-alanine) was synthesized according to the path shown in Figure S1A. 2-(tri-
methylsilyl)ethyl (tert-butoxycarbonyl)-D-alaninate was obtained according to the Van Nieuwenhze’s process.23 2-(Trimethylsilyl)
ethyl ((R)-3-azido-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)propanoyl)-D-alaninate (80 mg, 0.27 mmol) was diluted in a solution of HCl in
dioxane (4N, 2mL) and themixturewas stirred for 2 h at room temperature (RT). The solvent was removed under vacuumand allowed
to dry under high vacuum (oil pump) for 4 h and the deprotected product was used as such for the next step. This compound was
mixed with (R)-3-azido-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)propanoic acid (63.6 mg, 0.37 mmol) and the mixture was dissolved in dry
CH2Cl2 (5 mL). HATU (1-[Bis(dimethylamino)methylene]-1H-1,2,3-triazolo[4,5-b]pyridinium 3-oxide hexafluorophosphate; 115 mg,
0.30 mmol) and Hünig’s base (78.3 mg, 0.61 mmol, diluted in 0.3 mL of CH2Cl2) were successively added and the mixture was stirred
overnight at RT. The solvent was then removed, and ethyl acetate was added. After it was washed with an aqueous solution of 10%
citric acid followed by 5% NaHCO3, the organic layer was dried over MgSO4 and evaporated. After flash chromatography (silica gel,
15% ethyl acetate/cyclohexane), (trimethylsilyl)ethyl ((R)-3-azido-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)propanoyl)-D-alaninate was iso-
lated as a colorless oil (73 mg, 0.18 mmol, 66%) ; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) d (ppm) 0.05 (s, 9H), 1.02 (m, 2H), 1.42 (d, J =
7.1 Hz, 3H), 1.47 (s, 9H), 3.54 (dd, J = 12.4, 5.5 Hz, 1H), 3.82 (dd, J = 12.4, 4.9 Hz, 1H), 4.24 (m, 2H), 4.35 (m, 1H), 4.54 (m, 1H) ;
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) d (ppm) – 1.4 (3 3 CH3), 17.4 (CH2), 18.4 (CH3), 28.4 (3 3 CH3), 48.6 (CH), 52.4 (CH2), 53.9 (CH), 64.2
(CH2), 80.9 (C), 155.5 (C), 169.1 (C), 172.7 (C) ; HRMS (ESI+) m/z calc. for C16H31O5N5SiNa [M+Na]
+ 424.1987, found 424.1983.
The compound 2-(trimethylsilyl)ethyl ((R)-3-azido-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)propanoyl)-D-alaninate (312 mg, 0.78 mmol) was
diluted in TFA (5 mL) in an ice bath and the mixture was stirred for 4 h at RT. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the product
was dried under high vacuum (oil pump) for 4 h. Dry ether (10 mL) was added and the mixture was stirred overnight under argon.
Following filtration, drying under high vacuum and HPLC purification, aDA-DA was obtained as a solid (150.4 mg, 0.48 mmol,
61%) ; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD3OD) d (ppm) 1.41 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 3.73 (dd, J = 13.4, 7.5 Hz, 1H), 3.92 (dd, J = 13.4, 4.0 Hz,
1H), 4.00 (dd, J = 7.5, 4.0 Hz, 1H), 4.37 (m, 1H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CD3OD) d (ppm) 18.1 (CH3), 50.6 (CH), 52.6 (CH2), 54.0 (CH),
118.2 (q, J = 292.0 Hz, CF3), 163.2 (q, J = 35.0 Hz, C), 167.6 (C), 176.6 (C) ; HRMS (ESI+) m/z calc. for C6H12O3N5 [M+H]
+
202.0935, found 202.0933.
A 500-mM stock solution of aDA-DA was prepared by resuspending the desiccated powder into 100% DMSO. Aliquots were
stored at 80C. Intermediate 10-mM stock solutions were prepared in commercial DPBS (calcium- and magnesium-free, from
ThermoFisher) and stored at 20C.
The aDA (azido-D-Ala) probe was purchased from Jena Bioscience. The powder was resuspended at 500 mM into 100% DMSO,
diluted to 10 mM into DPBS and aliquots were stored at 20C.
Click-iT Alexa Fluor 647 DIBO alkyne (DIBO-AF647) was purchased from ThermoFisher. The powder was resuspended at 10 mM
into 100% DMSO, diluted to 500 mM into DPBS and aliquots were stored at 20C.e2 Current Biology 31, 2844–2856.e1–e6, July 12, 2021
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Cultures of S. pneumoniae cells in exponential growth phase (OD600nm 0.3) were incubated for 5 min in CY medium (without or with
2% L-fucose) containing 2.5 mM aDA-DA. Cells were then fixed overnight on ice, in the culture medium supplemented with 0.5-X
DPBS and 2% (v/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA). For pulse-chase labeling experiments, after the 5-min incubation period in the presence
of aDA-DA, cells were pelleted (7,000 3 g, 5 min, RT) and resuspended into fresh medium. Incubation at 37C was continued for
15 min and cells were fixed as described above.
Following PG labelingwith aDA-DA, cells were pelleted and resuspended into DPBS containing 35 mMDIBO-AF647. Sampleswere
incubated for 1 h at RT to allow for optimal click reaction, and cells were washed 3 times with 1 mL of DPBS before observation by
conventional fluorescence microscopy and preparation of sacculi. For dSTORM imaging, cells were resuspended into a buffer con-
taining 25 mM NaCl, 75 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10% (w/v) D-glucose, 100 mM cysteamine (b-mercaptoethylamine), 1X GLOX mix
[40 mg3mL-1 catalase from bovine liver (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 mg3mL-1 glucose oxidase type VII from Aspergillus niger (Sigma-
Aldrich)].
To study PG labeling upon methicillin or D-cycloserine treatment, cultures of S. pneumoniae cells in exponential growth phase
(OD600nm 0.3) were incubated for 30 min in CY medium containing 0.125 mg3mL
-1 D-cycloserine or for 1 h in CY medium containing
0.3 mg3mL-1methicillin. Cells were then incubatedwith 2.5mMaDA-DA or 2.5mMaDAduring 5min, fixed overnight and labeledwith
DIBO-AF647 as described above.
Sacculi preparation
For preparation of sacculi, exponentially growing cells were incubated simultaneously with 2.5 mM aDA-DA and 35 mMDIBO-AF647
during 5 min. Efficiency of the fluorescent labeling was checked by conventional fluorescence microscopy. Cells were then added
dropwise into boiling 8% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and boiled for 1 h. Sacculi were washed 5 times with 1 mL DPBS prior to
incubation with 20 mg3mL-1 DNase and 20 mg3mL-1 RNase in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 20 mM MgCl2 for 2 h at 37
C on a rotating
wheel. After addition of 2 mM CaCl2 and 200 mg3mL
-1 proteinase K, sacculi were further incubated overnight at 37C on a rotating
wheel. Finally, sacculi were washed 3 times with DPBS before imaging.
Conventional optical microscopy
For phase contrast and conventional fluorescence, samples were observed at RT between amicroscope slide and a coverslip, using
a motorized two-deck Olympus IX83 optical microscope equipped with a UPFLN 100X O-2PH/1.3 objective and an ORCA-Flash4.0
Digital sCMOScamera fromHamamatsu. Fluorescence of AF647was excited using a 635-nm LED, amulti band LED-DA/FI/TR/CY5/
CY7-A filter set and a bandpass 684/24 emission filter (Semrock). Images were acquired using the Volocity software package. For
quantitative comparisons of fluorescence intensity, images were acquired with identical illumination and acquisition parameters.
dSTORM setup and acquisition method
For dSTORM imaging of cells oriented along their longitudinal axis, samples were mounted between a slide (High-precision, No.
1.5H, 24 X 50mm, 170 ± 5mm,Marienfeld) and a coverslip (High-precision, No. 1.5H, 22 X 22mm, 170 ± 5 mm,Marienfeld) previously
treated with ozone and eventually sealed with colorless nail polish.
For preparation of agarose pads containing microholes, the silica mold harboring micropilars with diameters ranging from 0.8 to
1.3 mm was produced as described in Söderström et al.32 The silica mold was placed on top of 2% (w/v) melted agarose until solid-
ification. After removal of the mold, the microhole-agarose pad was equilibrated with dSTORM buffer (without GLOX) for 30 min. The
dSTORM buffer was then replaced with the cell sample in dSTORM buffer. After 10min of incubation at RT, the sample was removed
at the surface of the agarose pad, which was washed 3 times with dSTORM buffer to remove cells that would not have entered the
microholes. Finally, the agarose pad was covered with an ozone-treated coverslip and sealed with tape.
Images were acquired at 20C with a home-built PALM/STORM setup based on an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope equipped
with diode-pumped solid-state lasers at 405 nm (CrystaLaser) and 643 nm (Toptica Photonics). To achieve wide-field illumination,
circularly polarized laser beams were focused to the back focal plane of a 3 100 1.49-numerical-aperture (NA) oil immersion
apochromatic objective lens (Olympus). The laser illumination intensities were tuned by an acoustico-optical tunable filter (AOTF;
Quanta Tech). Fluorescence images were acquired with an Evolve 512 back-illuminated EMCCD camera (Photometrics) controlled
by the MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices).
For single molecule localization microscopy, the AF647 dye was exposed to a continuous 643 nm illumination with a constant laser
power density of 1.7 kW3cm-2 at the beam center. All dSTORM data were collected over 15,000 frames recorded with an exposure
time of 50 ms (20 Hz). The blinking density was maintained all along the data collection by ramping up a 405-nm laser from 0.1% to
3% of a typical maximal value of 50 W3cm-2.
For diffraction-limited images, the sample was illuminated at 643 nm with 0.5% of the maximal laser power (1.7 kW3cm-2).
dSTORM image reconstruction
All data processing was realized with the ThunderSTORM ImageJ/FIJI plugin,49–51 including determination of the localization preci-
sion and quantification of the number of localizations. Potential drift in the focal plane was corrected using 100-nm TetraSpeck Mi-
crospheres (ThermoFisher) as fiducial markers. TetraSpeckMicrospheres were added to the sample so that about 4 beads were pre-
sent in each microscopy field. For microhole experiments, the drift was corrected with the cross-correlation tool underCurrent Biology 31, 2844–2856.e1–e6, July 12, 2021 e3
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The spatial resolution of the reconstructed dSTORM images was calculated using the FIRE ImageJ/FIJI plugin.53
Measurement of the labeling patterns
To determine the geometrical factors that best describe the pneumococcal shape and growth, measurements of the labeled regions
were performed in the following manner with ImageJ.49 The values of the diameters d, D1, D2 and of the labeling widthw,W1 andW2,
as defined in Figure 3Awere obtained by plotting the signal intensity along a line positioned over the feature of interest andmeasuring
the distance between the points at half the maximal intensity. The samemethod was used tomeasure the total cell length l, as well as
the length of external hemispheres LH1 and LH2 in ‘‘butterfly’’ cells (Figure 3A), using the non-specific cytoplasmic background signal.
For labeling patterns observed radially (in vertical or angled bacteria), the diameters dout, din and the radial thickness r of the labeled
region, as defined in Figure 4D, were measured as above along a line positioned across the longest axis of the imaged ellipses.
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
For cryo-EM, 4 mL of S. pneumoniae R800 cells in exponential growth were loaded onto a Quantifoil R3.5/1 holey copper grid (Quan-
tifoil Micro Tools GmbH, Germany). Vitrification of the sample was performed manually (blotting the sample for 1-2 s and plunging
rapidly the grid into liquid ethane cooled with liquid nitrogen). The frozen grid was transferred into a 300 kV POLARA electron micro-
scope (FEI). The images were taken under high dose conditions at 300 kV (80 e-3Å2), with a magnification of 12,000 and a defocus
between 4 and 5 mm using a CCD camera (GATAN ultrascan USC 4000).
Geometrical model of cell growth and labeling
The animated geometrical model was implemented using the free open source 3D animation software Art of Illusion by Peter East-
man. The whole model was produced as an animated 3D-texture within a static rectangular parallelepiped. The mature cell was
modeled as a prolate ellipsoid. Taking the longitudinal axis as the x axis, the equator as its origin, and L the length of a mature single














As the new cell length l*/2 grows along x with time, Rout at x = l*/2 is the radius of the septal outer edge circle (Rout = d/2). Taking the




















where A is an acceleration factor. Note that in this equation, t and A are dimensionless and t is expressed as a fraction of
the generation time, which is defined as 1. The (1+A) denominator is a normalization factor that ensures that a division is
completed at t = 1. We have set Rmax = D/2 = 1, so that in the above equations L/2 takes the numerical value of the elliptic
factor E = L/D.
Determination of the geometrical parameters
To determine the geometrical factors used in the ellipsoid geometrical model (Table S1), measurements performed on pulse-labeled
lying cells (Figure 3A) were analyzed as follows.
The largest diameterDwas calculated as the average of themeasured equatorial diametersD1 andD2 (horizontal red line in Figures
S5B and S5C). Division has just started at these sites so that the measured diameter should negligibly underestimate the largest
diameter D.
To determine the diameter dG at which the daughter cell generation starts, we plotted as a function of the diameter d the presence
(arbitrary value of 1) or absence (arbitrary value of 0) of labeling at equatorial sites. By fitting a sigmoid function to these data, we
obtained dG as the value of the inflexion point (Figure 3E). The same method was used to determine lG, the length at which the
next generation begins, by plotting the presence or absence of equatorial labelings as a function of the length l* = l-L (Figure S5D).
To obtain the length L of a fictive mature single cell, we fitted the measurements of the septal diameter d as a function of the cell
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OPEN ACCESSArticleNote that the fit of d(l) was performed for l-L % lG, since the cell length increases faster after the daughter-cell division has
started. The good agreement of the value of L determined by fitting the diameter as a function of the cell length with the value
of L determined as 2LH (measured directly) indicates that a prolate ellipsoid is a good approximation of the pneumococcal
shape.
The labeling pulse is applied for 5min, but since growth is likely perturbed during this time, we had to determine towhat fractionP of
a complete cell cycle the pulse length corresponds. We observed that the width of the labeling was greater when it occurred in older
cells. In particular, the labeling at the equatorial sites was narrower than at the parental division site. To account for this difference, we
introduced in the model the longitudinal acceleration factor A. The length of the new cell l* = l-L as a function of time, where the di-
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We could extract the pulse length P and the acceleration factor A by fitting the above function to the data ofw against l* (Figures S5E
and S5F). Note that we considered only 0.15 mm< l* < L-lG, since the above equation forw(l*) is not valid for l* < l*(P), wherew = l*, and
l*(t) is not valid when the daughter division has started. In principle, to extract the A and P parameters, we could have used the d data











However, since d varies little and remains close to D for a large part of the generation time, the great scatter prevented meaningful
fitting of the measurements.
To estimate a value for C, the stage at which the septum is closed, we analyzed measurements of the outer and inner diam-
eters (dout and din) of the labeling rings of cells trapped in microholes (Figures S5G–S5J). If t corresponds to the moment of the

































































Alternatively, by combining the two previous equations, we could obtain the expression of din as a function of dout and fit the resulting
curve directly to the din and dout measurements (Figures S5I and S5J). The latter representation (Figures S5I and S5J) is less intuitive
than the representation of the diameters as a function of the length (Figures S5G and S5H) but allows visualization of all the data,
whereas the translation of measured outer diameters into length imply the loss of data points with dout > D. In both representations,
we have included the theoretical position of the diameters dout, d, din(t-P) as gray lines. In Figures S5G and S5H, the dout measure-
ments (solid symbols) align with the theoretical curve since these data were used to calculate the l* values.
Note that we omitted from the fit the data at high values of dout (or small values of l*) (open blue symbols in Figures S5G–S5J). The
geometrical model implies that the inner diameter din is equal to D at the onset of the division, and that is not what is observed.Current Biology 31, 2844–2856.e1–e6, July 12, 2021 e5
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images), din should plateau in R800 cells at about 0.72 mm in early division, whereas it is observed to plateau at about 0.65 mm.
One reason for this discrepancy may be the lack of measurements of the largest diameters at equatorial sites, which are often faintly
labeled. It is also possible that the simple model is incorrect regarding very early division stages, which may involve an initial burst of
septal synthesis. Since the purpose of this analysis was to parametrize the stage of the septum closure, we forced the fit toD = 0.8 mm
at l* = 0 mm and considered only data from older cells (dout < 0.75 mm, l* > 0.45 mm for R800; dout < 0.95 mm, l* > 0.5 mm for D39Dcps)
(magenta in Figures S5G and S5H).
The smaller measurements (in green) were also omitted because after septum closure, the labeling ring only results from peripheral
synthesis; in those instances, din does not correspond to the leading edge of a closing septum but to the outer edge of the septum at
the end of the pulse. We therefore ignored data from older cells (dout < 0.6 mm, l* > 0.8 mm for R800; dout < 0.75 mm, l* > 0.9 mm for
D39Dcps). All cells showing a labeling disk (din = 0) were also omitted from the fit, since they could have completed their septum before
the end of the pulse.
Surface area considerations
The variation of the rate of PG synthesis along the cell cycle evidenced by the increase and decrease of the number of dSTORM local-
ization (Figure 3F) prompted us to examine how surface area production occurs according to the geometrical model with two as-
sumptions: the absence of elasticity and the fact that all PG synthesis generates surface area.
With these hypotheses, at the completion of the division, the septal wall has contributed pD2/4 units of area while the elongation










q 1A units of area to each new hemisphere. Consequently, with the length and diameter
measured for an average R800 cell, peripheral and septal synthesis would contribute comparable amounts of surface to the daughter
cell (about 0.66 mm2 and 0.50 mm2, respectively in R800 cells).
To understand how this production of new surface happens during the cell cycle, we calculated the area produced by septation
and peripheral elongation by unit of time (the pulse time). While the total surface area of an ellipsoid can be calculated, it is not
possible to calculate simply the surface area of a segment of ellipsoid. We therefore approximated the new peripheral surface gener-
ated during a pulse time by a cone segment. Since the pulse time is short, this approach underestimates the area by at most 4%.
Calculation of the rate of surface area production according to the geometrical model reveals that the rate of peripheral surface gen-
eration increases and decreases moderately during the cell cycle while the rate of septal surface generation rises sharply and drops
to zero after septum closure (Figure S6A). Consequently, the rate of new area generated by the model correlates well with the
numbers of dSTORM localizations used as a proxy for PG synthesis (Figures S6B and S6C). The calculation shows that the rise
and decline of surface production is dominated by the rate of septum formation and is little affected by the longitudinal growth ac-
celeration. In contrast, the relation between the rate of septal closure and that of septum splitting has a large influence on the overall
rate of surface generation. In our model, points of the outer edge of the septum (i.e., the site of splitting) follow an elliptic path to the
new pole, as required to generate an ellipsoid. Points of the inner edge of the septum also, arbitrarily, follow an elliptic curve to the
point of septum closure, so that the radial width of the septum increases first slowly and accelerates steadily until septum completion.
Although the rigid model presented above can generate most of the observed labeling patterns, it is likely oversimplified. Several
possible complications can be thought of. PG is known to have some elasticity.46,47 Since the septal wall does not experience turgor
pressure and the hemispheric envelope does, it is expected that the cell wall undergoes some expansion following septum cleavage
due to turgor pressure. Compared to the rigid model, including elasticity, besides slightly modifying the shape of the growing hemi-
sphere, would somewhat decrease the contribution of peripheral synthesis to cell elongation. A second assumption of the calcula-
tions presented above is that peripheral synthesis generates additional surface area. It is also possible that some PG synthesis at the
outer edge of the septum adds a new layer of material on the inner face of the cell wall without increasing the surface. In this case, the
amount of PG incorporated at the periphery of the septum may be greater than estimated solely by the surface increase. A third
assumption implied by the above considerations is a uniform thickness and density of the PG. Finally, our model assumes a constant
and rapid activity of the L,D-carboxypeptidase DacB, which trims tetrapeptides into tripeptides following insertion of newPGand can
thus remove part of the aDA-DA labeling.30 If either of these properties were to differ significantly in various regions, the apparent
relationship between the estimated surface area and the dSTORM localization counts would be spurious.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Figures were prepared and statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.00 for PC (GraphPad Software, https://www.
graphpad.com:443/). The statistical details describing the quantification and measurements of localization patterns (including the
definition of center, dispersion and precision of measures, the statistical tests used, the exact value of the n number of analyzed cells)
can be found in the Results section and in the figure legends.e6 Current Biology 31, 2844–2856.e1–e6, July 12, 2021
